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Chapter 1581 

Daxia, the Northwest Desert! 

In a dead zone in the desert, it has become a forbidden area! 

Even an expert at the Marquis level would choose to take a detour and would not dare to pass here! 

In this restricted area, there are many corpses on the ground. 

At this moment, a one-armed young man wearing a black robe is sitting in the middle of the corpse! 

This person is Long Xiao who has been looking for David. He wants to rely on David as an opportunity to 

step into the realm of Marquis of Great Wu! 

But David seemed to have disappeared and could not be found at all. 

So Long Xiao came to this place, constantly sucking the strength of others, to break through the Great 

Marquis! 

rumbling…   

The desert, which was originally sunny and rainy, turned out to be densely covered with dark clouds at 

this moment, and thunders sounded one after another. 

Long Xiao suddenly raised his head and looked at the black clouds in the sky, his face was full of 

excitement and excitement! 

“When you broke through the Great Marquis, you were bombarded by thunder. You are probably the 

number one person in the martial arts world…” 

An old voice resounded in Long Xiao’s mind. 

“It’s all the senior’s guidance, I will work hard to help the senior restore his true body, follow the 

senior’s left and right…” 

Long Xiao said excitedly. 

A breakthrough in the world of martial arts is difficult to cause a vision of heaven and earth. It is said 

that only by breaking through the Martial Saint can one truly enter another world, and it will cause a 

vision of heaven and earth, and a thunder tribulation will come! 

But Long Xiao just broke through the Marquis of Great Martial Arts, and he actually attracted a thunder 

tribulation. Long Xiao knew that this was all due to the soul in his body! 



“This thunder calamity requires you to fight it yourself. I can’t help you a little bit. When you survive the 

thunder calamity, among the Marquis of Great Martial Arts, I’m afraid you won’t have an opponent…” 

 

After the old voice finished speaking, a black shadow flashed out of Long Xiao’s body, and then floated 

into the distance. 

 

 

Long Xiao looked up at Lei Jie in mid-air, in addition to being excited, he was also a little nervous. 

 

He, who has never experienced a thunder calamity, doesn’t know if his body can withstand this thunder 

calamity. 

 

But in order to make himself reach the top of the martial arts world, Long Xiao could only grit his teeth 

and resist! 

 

rumbling…   

 

Lei Jie took advantage of the situation and slashed at Long Xiao fiercely! 

 

Long Xiao only felt Wan Jian pierce his heart, as if his body was about to be torn apart! 

 

I don’t know how long it took, the black clouds in the sky dissipated, and bursts of light lingered on Long 

Xiao’s body! 

 

“Hahaha, I succeeded, I succeeded…” 

 

Long Xiao looked at his body and laughed madly: “Now that I have stepped into the Great Marquis of 

Martial Arts, in the entire martial arts world, I see who dares to be my enemy…” 



 

I saw that the dark shadow not far away disappeared in a flash, and then entered Long Xiao’s body! 

 

“Your body has also been tempered under the thunder tribulation. Even if you meet the third-rank Great 

Marquis now, you can still fight him!” 

 

In his mind, the old voice sounded. 

 

“As long as David is still alive, I will smash his body into tens of thousands of pieces. In the entire martial 

arts world, I see who dares to stop me…” 

 

At this moment, Long Xiao’s heart was extremely inflated, and he suddenly punched out! 

 

A terrifying explosion erupted not far away, and the earth was shaking! 

 

“This is the power of the Great Martial Marquis, this is the power of the Great Martial Marquis…” 

 

“Hahaha…” 

 

Long Xiao laughed, and after a few jumps, he thought of leaving in the distance! 

 

The direction he was going was Kyoto! 

 

He wants to tell Long Jingguo this good news. The Long family will be brilliant again in the future, and 

the order of the martial arts world in Kyoto will be reshuffled. 

 



At this time, Long Jingguo did not know the news of Long Xiao’s breakthrough, and was still faintly 

worried about Long Xiao! 

 

Long Xiao went to David, if there is any accident, then their Long family may decline from now on. 

 

After all, the most powerful member of the Long family is Long Xiao, and Long Jingguo, a veteran martial 

artist, can no longer support the Long family! 
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With the increase in the number of people in black robes, many aristocratic sects have begun to appear 

soul-possessed people! 

The strength of these people is growing very fast, and these veteran Marquis have long been left 

behind! 

 

Soon, Long Jingguo felt an unprecedented breath, and this breath made Long Jingguo feel uneasy! 

 

Slowly, a figure appeared in front of Long Jingguo. When he saw who was coming, Long Jingguo was 

instantly stunned! 

 

“Xiaoer, you…you broke through?” 

 

Long Jingguo’s eyes were wide open, his eyes were full of disbelief! 

 

“Yes, I broke through. Not only did I break through to the Great Marquis, but I also suffered a thunder 

calamity. Now I am unmatched…” 

 

Long Xiao’s eyes radiated light, and the arrogant aura from his body burst out instantly! 

 



“Thunder… thunder tribulation?” 

 

Long Jingguo was shocked again, and then turned into an endless surprise: “Hahaha, great, great, this 

time, our Long family can recreate the glory, and no longer need the protection of the martial arts 

alliance!” 

 

Long Jingguo laughed, and there were tears in his eyes! 

 

“Dad, what’s wrong with you?” 

 

Long Xiao asked in confusion. 

 

Long Jingguo sighed: “You are more than that. In the past few months, the world of martial arts in Kyoto 

has also undergone earth-shaking changes!” 

 

Long Jingguo told the story of the martial arts world in Kyoto! 

 

With the growth of the strength of other sect families, the voice and status of the Long family in the 

martial arts world are getting lower and lower! 

 

Even in a position of being looked down upon by others, there is no longer any chance for Long Jingguo 

in the meeting of the Martial Dao Alliance! 

 

To put it bluntly, the Long family is in the Martial Arts Alliance, and it has reached the point where it is 

dispensable. 

 

“Damn…” Long Xiao gritted his teeth: “I want to show those who look down on the Long family, I, Long 

Xiao, are the number one person in the martial arts world, and I want them to kneel and surrender!” 



 

“What’s the point of the Martial Dao Alliance, then what qualifications does Zhu Zhishan have to look 

down on the Long family?” 

 

Long Xiao shouted angrily, and his terrifying energy burst instantly! 

 

At this time, Long Xingxu walked in. After seeing Long Xiao, Long Xingxu lowered his head and showed 

great fear! 

 

“Xingxu, what’s the matter?” 

 

Long Jingguo asked. 

 

“Master, tomorrow the Martial Arts Alliance will hold another meeting…” 

 

Long Xingxu said. 

 

“Is there still no dragon family?” 

 

Long Jingguo frowned and asked. 

 

“En!” Long Xingxu nodded. 

 

“I know, you go down…” 

 

Long Jingguo waved his hand. 



 

During this time, he has been sending Long Xingxu to inquire about the news in the Martial Arts Alliance! 

 

Recently, the Martial Arts Alliance has held frequent meetings, and I don’t know if something happened, 

but every meeting, their dragon family is no longer involved! 

 

Long Xingxu retreated, and when he retreated to the door, he couldn’t help but quietly glance at Long 

Xiao! 

 

Long Xiao didn’t care either, this Long Xingxu’s strength was too low, so low that no one would notice 

him! 

 

Long Jingguo’s face became very ugly. Since the Long family came into his hands, it began to decline a 

little bit, and now it has become a family that no one looks down on. 

 

“This Mountain of Wishes, it’s just damn…” 

 

A cold glow appeared in Long Xiao’s eyes: “I’m going to find him…” 

 

“Xiaoer, don’t be impulsive…” 

 

Long Jingguo persuaded Long Xiao. 

 

“Dad, don’t worry, I’m measured…” 

 

After Long Xiao finished speaking, he walked out of the Long family! 

 



At this time, Zhu Zhishan was drinking in a pub! 

 

Don’t look at Zhu Zhishan as the leader of the Martial Arts Alliance, with a high status, it should be both 

fame and fortune! 

 

But only he himself knew that in the Martial Arts Alliance, no one looked down on him. 

 

Therefore, in order to find a sense of existence, Zhu Zhishan often holds meetings during this time. 

 

He even killed the chickens to warn the monkeys and excluded Long Jingguo, who was disrespectful to 

him, and did not invite Long Jingguo or the Long family to participate in every meeting! 
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Zhu Zhishan wanted to let all the aristocratic sects understand that although his strength is not high, he 

is still the leader of the Martial Arts Alliance and has supreme rights! 

 

“Waiter, serve wine…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan was a little dizzy after drinking, but he was still calling for wine! 

 

During this period of time, without David’s troubles, the entire Kyoto martial arts world has calmed 

down a lot, and Zhu Zhishan has also relaxed, so there is no need to worry about when David will kill 

himself! 

 

“I wish the lord, you have drunk too much, don’t drink any more…” 

 

At this time, a manager walked over and said. 

 



 

Zhu Zhishan drinks here almost every day, but every time they don’t give money, they don’t dare to say 

anything! 

 

This time, seeing that Zhu Zhishan had drunk too much, the manager dared to come over and persuade 

him! 

 

“What do you mean? Are you afraid I won’t give you the money?” 

 

Zhu Zhishan narrowed his eyes slightly, patted the manager on the shoulder and said. 

 

“I wish the leader, I didn’t mean that, I just saw that you drank too much, I was afraid that you would be 

in danger if you go back!” 

 

The manager hurriedly explained. 

 

 

“There is a danger of fart, I am the leader of the Martial Arts Alliance, who dares to disrespect me?” 

 

“Do you also look down on me, the leader, and think that I have no real power?” 

 

Zhu Zhishan grabbed the manager’s collar and asked angrily. 

 

The manager was so frightened that the cold sweat broke out, and he quickly waved his hand and said, 

“No no no, I wish the leader misunderstood, how dare I look down on you.” 

 

“Waiter, quickly bring a bottle of good wine to the leader of the alliance…” 



 

Soon, the waiter brought a bottle of good wine, and Zhu Zhishan just gave up! 

 

 

Then he took the wine, walked out of the pub, staggered and drank while walking, and hummed a song. 

It was a very pleasant life! 

 

 

But when he walked to an alley, he bumped into a person head-on! 

 

“Who the fcuk doesn’t have long eyes, blocking the way here?” 

 

Zhu Zhishan narrowed his eyes and cursed loudly! 

 

When he took a closer look, he found that the person in front of him was wearing a black robe again, 

which made Zhu Zhishan terrified! 

 

However, when he saw that there was no logo in the Martial Arts Alliance on the black robe, he 

breathed a sigh of relief! 

 

If the man in black robe is a black copper robe or a black silver robe in the martial arts alliance, then he 

can’t eat it and leave! 

 

“I wish the leader, drinking a little wine every day, life is so uncomfortable…” 

 

A sinister voice came! 

 



Zhu Zhishan was stunned for a moment, feeling that the voice was very familiar! 

 

“Who are you? Knowing that I am the leader of the Martial Arts Alliance, you dare to block my way. 

Believe it or not, I will kill you now…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan roared at the man in black robe! 

 

“Kill me?” The black-robed man snorted coldly, “Just because you want to kill me, you are also worthy…” 

 

The man in black robe turned his back to Zhu Zhishan, and his voice was full of disdain and provocation! 

 

“court death…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan threw the wine bottle in his hand, and then slapped it out with a palm. 

 

A strong wind roared out, and instantly hit the back of the black-robed man in front of him! 

 

But this palm hit the black-robed man, but the black-robed man didn’t even move. 

 

Zhu Zhishan’s face was instantly startled, and he even woke up a little bit from the wine! 

 

“You… who are you?” 

 

Zhu Zhishan asked in surprise. 

 

“I wish the leader is really forgetful, can’t you even hear my voice?” 



 

Long Xiao slowly turned around and asked Zhu Zhishan. 

 

“Long Xiao?” 

 

After Zhu Zhishan saw Long Xiao, his brows furrowed tightly! 

 

“How could it be you? Why are you blocking my way?” 

 

Zhu Zhishan stared at Long Xiao and asked. 

 

“I want to ask, why did the leader of the alliance target my Long family? Is my Dragon family’s strength 

not worthy of participating in a small alliance meeting?” 

 

Long Xiao asked unabashedly. 

 

“I am the leader of the alliance. I have the final say in the alliance meeting. Where is your turn to 

question me?” 

 

“Your Long family is just a member of the Martial Arts Alliance. Is it possible that every meeting has the 

consent of your Long family?” 

 

Hearing that Long Xiao actually came to fight for Long Jingguo, Zhu Zhishan snorted coldly. 
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“In the future, the meeting of the Martial Arts Alliance must go through our Long Family to nod…” 

 



Long Xiao said with a cold face. 

 

“Why?” 

 

Zhu Zhishan asked. 

 

“Only with the strength of my Great Marquis…” 

 

After Long Xiao finished speaking, a terrifying aura erupted from his body instantly, Zhu Zhishan felt a 

tightness in his chest, and then spit out a mouthful of blood! 

 

“Great… Great Marquis? You actually broke through to Great Marquis…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan gasped, his eyes full of shock! 

 

He did not expect Long Xiao to step into the realm of Marquis of Great Wu in such a short period of 

time. 

 

However, in front of Marquis Dawu, Zhu Zhishan had no resistance at all. 

 

“Tell me, what do you want?” 

 

Zhu Zhishan asked cautiously. 

 

“I don’t want to do anything. I just want our Long family to participate in tomorrow’s alliance meeting. 

In addition, I hope our Long family will have the final say in matters within the Martial Arts Alliance…” 

 



Long Xiao smiled coldly. 

 

“impossible…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan immediately refused: “Long Xiao, do you think you can become invincible when you 

become a Marquis of Martial Arts? The strength of the Martial Arts Alliance is not what you see in your 

eyes.” 

 

“You still want to control the entire martial arts alliance, it’s just wishful thinking…” 

 

“Really? Is it wishful thinking, you will know after trying it…” 

 

As he said that, Long Xiao suddenly shot and grabbed Zhu Zhishan’s neck directly: “You have no other 

choice now. Only by obediently listening to me can you save your life…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan was grabbed by the neck, and it became difficult to breathe. 

 

“Long Xiao, you… do you want to rebel? I’m the leader of the Martial Arts Alliance…” 

 

“If you kill me, the Martial Arts Alliance will not let you go, and your Long family will never want to stay 

in Kyoto…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan threatened Long Xiao. 

 

“You still dare to threaten me?” 

 



Long Xiao’s eyes narrowed, and a chilling killing intent came from his body, causing Zhu Zhishan to 

tremble constantly. 

 

“You…you really dare to kill me…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan’s eyes were wide open, and the feeling of suffocation continued to spread throughout his 

body! 

 

“What do you say…” 

 

The strength in Long Xiao’s hands began to increase! 

 

Zhu Zhishan could hear the sound of his throat cracking. 

 

“Stop…stop, I…I listen to you…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan was afraid, so he could only compromise. 

 

Seeing this, Long Xiao let go of his hand, and Zhu Zhishan was desperately panting for breath! 

 

“Remember what you promised me today, if you dare to play tricks tomorrow, I will kill you…” 

 

After Long Xiao finished speaking, he turned around and left, and his figure instantly disappeared into 

the darkness! 

 

Zhu Zhishan looked at Long Xiao’s back, his face was extremely ugly! 

 



… 

 

At this time, David was still cultivating on Penglai Island and devoured the beast pill of Huli Daxian, 

which made David’s strength directly reach the peak of Wuhou. 

 

However, when he attacked the Marquis of Wu, he failed again and again! 

 

“It seems that to hit such a big realm, we need an opportunity…” 

 

David sighed helplessly! 

 

Since he could not break through, David decided to leave Penglai Island to find his own opportunity! 

 

“Brother Chen, haven’t you broken through the Great Marquis?” 

 

Zhao Chuang asked in surprise. 

 

You must know that the Tiger Power Great Immortal Beast Pill that David swallowed, but the beast Pill 

of the real Great Marquis’ strength did not break through! 

 

At this time, Zhao Chuang also discovered that David’s cultivation requires resources and difficulty levels 

that are several times higher than others! 

 

“It seems that in order to break through the Great Marquis, I still need an opportunity. I decided to 

leave here, maybe I can meet the opportunity for a breakthrough!” 

 

David said lightly. 



 

David knew that every breakthrough in his realm was accompanied by the test of life and death! 

 

This time, it may be no exception! 

 

“Okay, I’ll pack up right now!” 

 

Zhao Chuang has long thought of Xiaoru, and can’t wait to fly back to see Xiaoru right away! 

 

After walking for several months, Zhao Chuang didn’t know what happened to Xiaoru. 

 

Zhao Chuang went to pack up, and David found Hu Mazi. 
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I wanted to ask Hu Mazi if he wanted to go with him. In fact, with Hu Mazi’s strength, if he followed 

David, David would have an extra powerful helper! 

 

Hu Mazi was the one who David had seen, the most powerful person in magic, no one… 

 

 

When David saw Hu Mazi, he only saw Hu Mazi wearing a tiger leather jacket, holding a whip made of 

tiger tendons in his hand, waving constantly! 

 

There was a continuous sound of popping in the air, and the boulders not far away actually burst! 

 

David couldn’t help laughing when he saw Hu Mazi’s appearance. He didn’t expect that Hu Mazi would 

make use of the tiger’s skin and the tiger’s tendons. 

 



“Master Hu, I plan to leave Penglai Island, do you want to join us?” 

 

 

David asked Hu Mazi. 

 

“Where are you going? Are you going back to Kyoto?” 

 

Hu Mazi said. 

 

David nodded, of course he was going back to the capital, all his relatives were almost in the capital, 

how could he leave them behind. 

 

“I’m not going, I don’t want to go back to Kyoto in my life…” 

 

“I’m still looking for an ancient ruin, get some more treasures. After staying here for so long, I didn’t get 

anything good…” 

 

 

Hu Mazi said helplessly. 

 

David smiled lightly: “Wait for the next cooperation, if there is something good, let you take it first…” 

 

“That’s what you said, just wait for my call…” 

 

Hu Mazi knew that even if he found the ancient ruins, it would be difficult for him to explore alone, and 

he had to find David. 

 



“Okay, get in touch then!” 

 

David nodded, then glanced at the forbidden area of the palace! 

 

David has been thinking about the large amount of spiritual power stored in the statue. Now he is not 

strong enough. When he is strong enough, he will definitely come back. 

 

 

After leaving Penglai Island, David followed Zhao Chuang to Yaoshen Valley! 

 

In the past few months when David suddenly disappeared, the entire martial arts world is quietly 

changing, and the pattern is also changing, but no one has taken action against Yaoshengu! 

 

After all, when it comes to refining medicine, any family is no match for the God of Medicine Valley. 

 

Many aristocratic sects have to ask for medicinal pills from Medicine God Valley, and if they are injured, 

they must also turn to Medicine God Valley for help! 

 

Therefore, during this period of time, no one in Yaoshengu came to disturb! 

 

After David brought Zhao Chuang back to Yaoshen Valley, Yaoshen Valley was very lively like a Chinese 

New Year! 

 

Zhao Chuang found Xiaoru immediately, and the two young people didn’t know where to go. 

 

“Ding is not big, what will the Kyoto Martial Arts Alliance do while I’m away?” 

 



David asked Ding Daodao. 

 

“Mr. Chen, during the time you left, the Kyoto Martial Arts Alliance has also undergone a lot of changes. 

The Long Family, which used to be all-powerful, has now become a declining family. The Martial Arts 

Alliance meeting is no longer inviting Long Jingguo to participate.” 

 

“There are also some families that have risen, but the whole is still under the control of the Martial Arts 

Alliance, and there is no special change!” 

 

Ding Dao followed David and said. 

 

“The Long family has fallen so far…” 

 

David frowned slightly, as if he was thinking about something, and then slowly said: “Since the Long 

family is down, let’s start from the Long family first…” 

 

David’s current strength at the peak of Wuhou is enough to deal with the Long family and rescue his 

mother. 

 

However, David didn’t go to the Long family for the first time, but stayed in Yaoshen Valley with peace 

of mind! 

 

Then David summoned Xu Changsheng and the others to prepare himself with Shennong Ding. 

 

Now that David has reached the bottleneck period, the realm of the Great Wuhou has never been able 

to break through! 

 

David intends to try it with Shennong Ding, maybe his body can break through in the tempering. 



 

As long as he breaks through to the Great Wuzong, David has the confidence to walk sideways in the 

Kyoto martial arts world. 
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Martial Arts Alliance Hall! 

A lot of people from sects and aristocratic families have already arrived, and then they talked with each 

other, and some people were drinking tea with expressionless faces! 

 

Everyone doesn’t seem to have much expectation for this alliance meeting, and is even a little bored! 

 

During this time, the league meetings were held too frequently, and every time they said something 

innocuous. 

 

These people are bored! 

 

“I wish the ally to…” 

 

With a loud shout, Zhu Zhishan slowly walked into the hall! 

 

And everyone closed their mouths and sat in their respective positions! 

 

Zhu Zhishan sat on the main seat, and then glanced at both sides, but did not find anyone from the Long 

family, which made Zhu Zhishan stunned! 

 

Since Long Xiao didn’t arrive, Zhu Zhishan didn’t dare to directly announce the start of the meeting! 

 



So everyone just sat there and waited quietly! 

 

Soon, half an hour passed, and there was still no sign of the Long family. Many people became 

impatient. 

 

“I wish the lord, what are we waiting for? I see that everyone has arrived. If there is anything, please tell 

me quickly?” 

 

Someone said to Zhu Zhishan with dissatisfaction. 

 

“Patriarch Liu, let’s wait, waiting…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan said to the dissatisfied person who got up. 

 

“Humph…” 

 

The Liu family head snorted coldly and could only sit back again. 

 

The tyrannical aura of this Liu family master has obviously reached the realm of the late Wuhou, 

otherwise he would not dare to speak like this to Zhu Zhishan! 

 

Another ten minutes passed, and Long Xiao still did not appear! 

 

“I wish the alliance leader, what are we waiting for? If we wait like this, I, Liu, will have no time to 

accompany you…” 

 

Liu Patriarch was a little angry. 



 

“Yes, I don’t have time to waste here.” 

 

“If you have something to say, just say it quickly, what a big man, it will take so long.” 

 

Everyone began to be dissatisfied. 

 

Zhu Zhishan frowned tightly, and cold sweat broke out on his forehead! 

 

“Patriarch Liu, I’m waiting for the arrival of the Long family, but the Long family is late…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan said to Liu Patriarch. 

 

“People from the Long family?” The head of the Liu family was stunned: “I haven’t invited anyone from 

the Long family in these meetings. Besides, is Long Jingguo worthy of attending the meeting now?” 

 

Liu Patriarch was very dissatisfied and shouted loudly. 

 

“I don’t deserve it, do you deserve it?” 

 

At this moment, Long Jingguo walked in slowly, and behind Long Jingguo, followed by Long Xiao in a 

black robe! 

 

Seeing Long Xiao coming, Zhu Zhishan breathed a sigh of relief! 

 

That Liu family head saw Long Jingguo come in, and was full of anger, and suddenly sneered: “Long 

Jingguo, I didn’t expect you to be so arrogant. Now your Long family is no longer what it used to be.” 



 

“Here, you don’t have the right to speak anymore, those who are sensible, get out quickly…” 

 

Long Jing’s face was flushed with arrogance, and he stared at the Liu Family Patriarch! 

 

“Say your words again?” 

 

At this moment, Long Xiao stepped forward slowly with murderous intent, his eyes flickering with cold 

light! 

 

“Long Xiao, when our elders speak, how can your junior intervene, something uneducated…” 

 

Liu Patriarch scolded Long Xiao angrily. 

 

“Hmph, I don’t know whether to live or die…” 

 

Long Xiao’s face turned cold, and then he hummed softly! 

 

After that, Long Xiao’s figure instantly disappeared, and then he heard a crisp sound. 

 

I saw the figure of the Liu Patriarch soaring into the air, with a deep five-fingerprint on his face! 

 

Liu Patriarch covered his face, his eyes were full of incredible! 

 

“Good boy, you dare to attack me…” 

 



Patriarch Liu was furious, and a deep breath burst out instantly! 

 

The Liu family head jumped up and went straight to Long Xiao. 

 

In front of so many people, being slapped by a younger generation of Long Xiao, this Liu family master 

doesn’t give up his face! 

 

“Ants…” 

 

Facing Patriarch Liu, Long Xiao let out a cold snort, followed by a slight wave of his palm, and Patriarch 

Liu’s figure froze, and then he fell heavily to the ground as if he had been hit hard! 
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Patriarch Liu’s eyes were full of terror, and he looked at Long Xiao with a shocked expression! 

 

And Long Xiao stepped forward slowly, one foot on Liu Patriarch’s body, and then bursts of black mist 

emerged from his palm, wrapping that Liu Patriarch! 

 

Soon, the strength of the Liu family was swallowed up by Long Xiao in person! 

 

Immediately after the force of the feet, the body of the Liu family suddenly burst and died! 

 

“Long Xiao, don’t…” 

 

Seeing this, Zhu Zhishan wanted to stop it, but it was already too late! 

 

 

The others looked at the scene in front of them and were stunned! 



 

 

This Liu family master was in the realm of the late Marquis, but he was killed by Long Xiao so easily! 

 

“Does anyone else think that my Long family is not qualified to participate in this alliance meeting?” 

 

Long Xiao glanced at everyone at the scene and said. 

 

This time, everyone was silent, all bowed their heads, not daring to speak! 

 

The strength displayed by Long Xiao made them tremble with fear! 

 

 

Seeing that no one was talking, Long Xiao showed a proud smile on his face! 

 

This feeling of standing at the pinnacle of power makes him very happy… 

 

“I wish the ally…” 

 

Long Xiao looked at Zhu Zhishan and shouted. 

 

“Master Long, what’s the matter?” 

 

After Zhu Zhishan saw Long Xiao’s cruel methods, his heart lingered in fear! 

 



Although the power within the Martial Arts Alliance is not comparable to that of Long Xiao, a great 

Marquis. 

 

 

But in the current situation, if Zhu Zhishan doesn’t show compromise, he is afraid that he will be the 

next one to die. 

 

“I’ve been looking at your position for so long, and it’s time to change. I think my father is quite 

suitable…” 

 

Long Xiao said to Zhu Zhishan. 

 

“Young Master Long, although I am the leader of the alliance, if I want to give up my position, I have to 

get the approval of the top management. You know this…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan looked troubled. 

 

He can not be the leader of this alliance, but this is not what he has the final say. 

 

The deputy leader of Ning Zhi has more power than him! 

 

What’s more, there are high-levels behind, and there is great power on top! 

 

No one spoke, how could Zhu Zhishan dare to agree casually, now that Ning Zhi is in retreat, Zhu Zhishan 

can’t find anyone to deal with Long Xiao! 

 

“Aren’t you talking about those black copper robes? If someone disagrees, let him come to me 

directly…” 



 

As Long Xiao spoke, the aura of the Great Marquis began to permeate his body. 

 

Under this pressure, everyone felt their hearts tremble! 

 

“Marquis Dawu, this Long Xiao was actually promoted to Marquis Dawu…” 

 

“It’s no wonder that he killed the Liu family master with one palm, who can match the realm of the 

Great Marquis…” 

 

Everyone trembled and looked at Long Xiao in disbelief! 

 

“I wish the lord, are you still not coming down?” 

 

Long Xiao asked coldly. 

 

Zhu Zhishan’s face was extremely ugly, and in the end he had no choice but to slowly retreat from the 

master’s seat! 

 

“Dad, you can sit up…” 

 

Long Xiao said to Long Jingguo. 

 

Long Jingguo looked at the position of the leader of the alliance in front of him, his face full of 

excitement! 

 

Step by step, Long Jingguo sat down directly! 



 

“Hahaha, from now on, my Long family will surely go to glory…” 

 

Long Jingguo stroked the chair of the Alliance Leader and laughed loudly. 

 

“From today, you will surrender to our Long Family. If you dare to have two hearts, you will know 

later…” 

 

Long Xiao said with a gloomy expression! 

 

These people bowed their heads, and no one spoke! 

 

Seeing this, Long Xiao turned cold: “Are you all deaf?” 

 

The breath on the body skyrocketed instantly, and everyone felt that their breathing was stagnant. 

 

“understood…” 

 

Some people could not bear it and began to give in. 

 

After that, more and more people began to succumb to Long Xiao’s lewd power. 

 

Seeing everyone’s reaction, Long Xiao nodded with satisfaction, then looked at Zhu Zhishan: “Zhu 

Zhishan, I heard that there are many high-level people in the dungeon in the alliance, I want to go and 

see, especially David’s girlfriend, I want to use her to lead David out and kill him…” 
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“No, the prison in the alliance must not let anyone enter casually, especially that Sonya, there is an 

order from the top, no one is allowed to move!” 

Zhu Zhishan refused in one bite! 

 

Sonya is a treasure in the Martial Arts Alliance, and Da Neng spoke in person, giving Zhu Zhishan 10,000 

courage, and he did not dare to go against Da Neng’s words! 

 

“What did you say?” 

 

Long Xiao’s face turned cold, and the pressure on his body was fully revealed! 

 

Zhu Zhishan felt a tightness in his chest, but he still didn’t dare to agree to Long Xiao’s request! 

 

“Now I have the final say in the Martial Arts Alliance, those who obey me will prosper and those who go 

against me will die…” 

 

When Long Xiao stretched out his hand, a huge suction force instantly grabbed Zhu Zhishan in his hand! 

 

Zhu Zhishan’s body was trembling, and he could clearly feel the strong killing intent on Long Xiao’s body! 

 

But even so, Zhu Zhishan did not dare to go against the meaning of Almighty! 

 

Zhu Zhishan knew that if he didn’t listen to Long Xiao, he would be dead at most! 

 

But if you want to offend the great power, it is better to die than life, and I am afraid that you will suffer 

forever… 

 



“Long Xiao, I advise you to stop now. The Martial Arts Alliance is not what you see. You have never seen 

the true strength of the Martial Arts Alliance…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan said to Long Xiao. 

 

“Hmph, I am the Great Marquis now, the Great Marquis who has suffered a thunder calamity, who can 

be my enemy?” 

 

Long Xiao’s face was full of arrogance, and he could no longer hold anyone in his eyes! 

 

Zhu Zhishan looked at Long Xiao’s frantic appearance, and didn’t know what to say. 

 

However, he would never take Long Xiao to the dungeon. 

 

“Zhu Zhishan, are you not afraid of death?” 

 

Long Xiao frowned as he looked at Zhu Zhishan! 

 

“I’m afraid of death, but if I take you to the dungeon, then life is better than death…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan slowly closed his eyes. 

 

“Okay, since you’re not obedient, what’s the use of keeping you…” 

 

After Long Xiao finished speaking, a black mist rose from the palm of the hand, followed by a huge 

suction, but it sucked the strength of Zhu Zhishan! 

 



Zhu Zhishan felt the rapid loss of strength in his body, but he had no resistance, he had already accepted 

his fate! 

 

At this time, Zhu Zhishan, David’s figure flashed in his mind! 

 

The corners of his mouth twitched, and he laughed self-deprecatingly. 

 

He has always regarded David as a thorn in the flesh, and has always been afraid that his life will end in 

David’s hands! 

 

Unexpectedly, David didn’t kill him, but it was Long Xiao who killed him! 

 

“Maybe David is still in Kyoto, can he follow this Long Xiao to fight?” 

 

Zhu Zhishan was thinking wildly in his heart! 

 

Slowly, Zhu Zhishan became weaker and weaker according to his body, and his thoughts began to slow 

down. He knew that the last moment of his life had come! 

 

Soon, Zhu Zhishan didn’t breathe at all, and the whole body became like a mummified corpse! 

 

The leader of a generation of martial arts alliance has ended, and it has become such an end… 

 

After consuming Zhu Zhishan’s strength, Long Xiao licked his lips with satisfaction, and the gleam in his 

eyes was even better! 

 



The others looked at Zhu Zhishan, who had turned into a mummified corpse, and they lowered their 

heads in fright, and they didn’t dare to breathe! 

 

“This is the end of disobedience, you all remember…” 

 

Long Xiao glanced at everyone. 

 

Everyone can only nod their heads and dare not speak! 

 

Long Xiao went straight to the backyard of the Martial Arts Alliance, looking at the rockery, he knew that 

this was the entrance! 

 

However, the dungeon must be protected by a formation. If Long Xiao wants to enter, he must destroy 

the formation! 

 

“Hmph, the mere formation can still stop me…” 

 

Long Xiao was extremely swollen at this moment. As the Great Marquis, he was the only Great Marquis 

to suffer from thunder calamity. Long Xiao explained that he was not afraid! 

 

I saw Long Xiao slowly raise his hand, and a black gas condensed on his palm. 

 

Then the black gas turned into a huge palm, and the overwhelming breath spread out. 

 

This big hand enveloped the entire rockery. 

 

boom! 



 

Long Xiao pushed his palm forward, and the incomparably cold aura instantly shot towards the rockery! 
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But when the giant hand reached the front of the rockery, a fiery light suddenly lit up in the rockery. 

Under the light, the giant hand condensed from the black mist instantly turned into nothingness and 

disappeared without a trace. ! 

 

 

Long Xiao was stunned for a moment, his eyes were full of incredulity, although he didn’t use all his 

strength just now, but that blow didn’t even destroy the rockery! 

 

“The Martial Arts Alliance, there are indeed some things, I don’t believe that a single formation can’t be 

broken…” 

 

As Long Xiao said, the black mist condensed again, this time the aura was even more terrifying. 

 

“Come on, you can’t break this magic circle…” 

 

At this moment, the old voice sounded in Long Xiao’s mind! 

 

 

“Senior, can this formation not even break the strength of my Great Marquis?” 

 

Long Xiao didn’t quite believe it. 

 

The formation created by anyone, he, the Great Marquis, can’t be broken. 

 



“This is the ancient soul-locking formation. Although the formation is only half the power of this 

formation, it is not something that you, the Great Marquis, can forcefully destroy.” 

 

“I didn’t expect someone in the Martial Arts Alliance to set up this formation. It seems that the Martial 

Arts Alliance is really not easy…” 

 

There was a bit of surprise in the old voice. 

 

 

Seeing this, Long Xiao could only sigh and retreat! 

 

Soon, the news that the Martial Arts Alliance was controlled by the Long Family spread throughout the 

entire Kyoto Martial Arts world! 

 

And Long Xiao held a big banquet at the Long family, inviting all the major families in the martial arts 

world in Kyoto to participate! 

 

Long Xiao’s intention this time is very obvious! 

 

Anyone who comes is regarded as a friend of the Long family, and anyone who doesn’t come to 

participate, Long Xiao will take the opportunity to eradicate it! 

 

He was thinking of subduing the entire martial arts world in Kyoto at the feet of the Long family! 

 

Although many aristocratic sects were unconvinced in their hearts, due to Long Xiao’s current strength, 

they could only swallow their anger! 

 

 



 

Even Long Xiao dared to kill Zhu Zhishan of the Martial Arts Alliance, what else could he dare not do? 

 

On the day of the big banquet held by the Long family, almost all the martial arts circles in Kyoto were 

present, which made Long Xiao’s heart swell to the extreme! 

 

Long Jingguo was extremely excited when he saw the grand occasion in front of him! 

 

Even when the Long Family was at its peak, there had never been such a spectacular sight! 

 

As the head of the Long family and the current head of the Martial Arts Alliance, Long Jingguo dressed 

very grandly, waiting for the arrival of the staff, and he was in the seat! 

 

“Xingxu, have all the sect families in the martial arts world come together?” 

 

Long Jingguo asked Long Xingxu. 

 

“Master, except for the Dong family and the Ge family, everyone has come…” 

 

Long Xingxu said in a low voice. 

 

“Hmph, it’s the Dong family and the Ge family again, who are always self-righteous. Now our Long family 

is not as good as it used to be, so they don’t give face…” 

 

After Long Jingguo heard this, his face turned cold. 

 

“Dad, don’t worry, these two families will soon disappear from the Kyoto martial arts world…” 



 

Long Xiao, who was beside him, faintly exuded a cold light. 

 

“En.” Long Jingguo nodded, then looked at Long Xingxu and said, “Go out and entertain those people, 

don’t lose the style of our Long family…” 

 

“Got it, sir…” 

 

Long Xingxu withdrew, and just walked out of the door, a look of worry flashed on Long Xingxu’s face! 

 

He has been forbearing, spying on the position of the head of the Long family! 

 

But now, that Long Xiao has actually been promoted to the Great Marquis of Wu, then he wants to seize 

the position of the head of the Long family, I am afraid it will be a lot more difficult. 

 

Originally, he wanted to help himself destroy Long Jingguo and his son through David’s hands, so that he 

could sit on the seat of the head of the Long family. 

 

But he didn’t expect that David would disappear without knowing his life and death, and it would take 

several months for him to disappear! 

 

Long Xingxu took a deep breath, then summoned the rest of the Long family and began to greet those 

from the sect family. 

 

But in Long Xingxu’s heart, he would never give up just like that. 

 

The sword is hidden in the sheath, the killing intent is hidden in the heart… 
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… 

 

Kyoto, the Ge family! 

 

“Dad, the Long family is so lively and openly oppressing many aristocratic families to surrender, why 

didn’t the official come forward?” 

 

Seeing the Long family being so arrogant, Ge Jiayi asked in disgust. 

 

“Who can understand Mr. Shi’s thoughts, but no matter what the government does, we have to save 

ourselves.” 

 

“This Long Xiao’s method is more ruthless than the previous martial arts alliance. He can’t watch us 

alone, and he will definitely attack us.” 

 

“I’m going out for a while. You have to remember, no matter what, don’t conflict with the Long family. 

Everyone in the Ge family is not allowed to go out unless there is an emergency…” 

 

Ge Fuhai’s eyes were full of worry! 

 

“Dad, why are you so afraid of the Long family? Our Ge family’s strength is not worse than that of the 

Long family, right? And your strength may not be able to beat that Long Xiao, why should you be afraid 

of him?” 

 

Ge Jiayi doesn’t understand, why is her father so nervous! 

 



“Our Ge family has never asked about the martial arts world. If we really fight with the Long family this 

time, then our Ge family’s secrets will probably no longer be secrets, and our Ge family has been 

recuperating for thousands of years, and we have to pay for it. It’s flowing east…” 

 

Ge Fuhai’s eyes became a little more worried, and then continued: “Don’t ask anything, just listen to my 

arrangements, the Kyoto martial arts world is in chaos now, I have to report this matter to the top, In 

the future, our Ge family is thinking about being alone, and I’m afraid it will be difficult…” 

 

After Ge Fuhai finished speaking, he folded his hands together, and a ray of light shot into the sky in an 

instant, and then the entire Ge family was shrouded in a light curtain! 

 

“I activated the formation. As long as you don’t go out, nothing will happen. Remember, no matter what 

happens, don’t go out at will!” 

 

Ge Fuhai said, the figure slowly began to blur, and finally disappeared directly. 

 

At this time, Ge Fuhai had already used space magic and left Kyoto in an instant! 

 

… 

 

Yaoshen Valley, David has been staying in Yaoshen Valley during this time, and has not returned to 

Kyoto. 

 

However, David knew all about what happened in Kyoto. 

 

“I really didn’t expect that Long Xiao would actually break through to the Great Marquis of Wu. The 

current Long family is probably the most beautiful time.” 

 

Long Wu looked in the direction of Kyoto and said lightly. 



 

“No, it’s only been a few months, and the world of martial arts in Kyoto has really changed. Who would 

have thought that Zhu Zhishan would be killed by Long Xiao. Originally, the two of them were in unison. 

It’s so ironic…” 

 

A bit of worry flashed on David’s face! 

 

Long Xiao broke through to the Marquis of Great Wu, then he would have a harder time dealing with the 

Long family. 

 

“Now the entire Kyoto martial arts world has to look at the face of the Long family and act. If you want 

to rescue the eldest young lady at this time, I’m afraid it will be even more difficult.” 

 

Long Wu sighed, now that the strength of the Long family is getting stronger and stronger, it means that 

the chances of rescuing Long Ruotong are getting smaller and smaller! 

 

“Maybe the Long family is the last madness before its demise, let’s wait and see…” 

 

David knew that with Long Xiao’s style, there would definitely be many people in the Kyoto martial arts 

world dissatisfied! 

 

Moreover, David knew about the strength of the Martial Arts Alliance, and it was impossible to watch 

Long Xiao control the entire Martial Arts Alliance. 

 

He believed that a conflict would soon break out between the Martial Arts Alliance and the Long Family. 

 

At this time, the dragon family in Kyoto, every dragon family is full of joy! 

 



The current status of the Long family is an honor and a symbol! 

 

When the Long family walks on the street, they all have to hide! 

 

Long Xiao and Long Jingguo’s hearts have already swelled to the extreme! 

 

As for the other aristocratic sects, they could only dare to be angry and dare not speak out. Long Xiao’s 

ruthless means were far more ruthless than that of the Martial Arts Alliance! 

 


